Forest Electric New York

Distributed Antenna Systems

State-of-the-Art Wireless Coverage
for Today’s Data-Driven World

EXPERTISE
»   Public and private sector
»   Office buildings
»   Financial institutions
»   Educational institutions
»   Retail
»   Tenant buildings
»   Industrial/manufacturing complexes
»   Data centers
»   Hospitals
»   Utility substations

Distributed antenna systems (DAS) can provide increased integrity,
uninterrupted coverage, and added data capacity to buildings’
telecommunication networks. Integrating a DAS into your facility can
significantly improve the transmission of digital data signals, like WiFi or
cellular, throughout the property.
Forest Electric New York (Forest NY) installs DAS coverage for an array
of clients, developing and refining the technical expertise necessary
to implement DAS systems for a variety of facilities. We install DAS
infrastructure that will help provide seamless network connectivity and
improve tenant well-being and satisfaction.

ADVANTAGES
»   Single-source solutions
»  	Latest in equipment and
emerging technologies
»  	Advanced computer-aided design
(CAD) technology
»  	On-staff Registered Communications
Distribution Designer (RCDD)
»  	Building Industry Consulting Service
International (BICSI) certified installers
»   Technology consultation and support
»   Planned preventive maintenance
»   Highly trained and certified technicians
»   Many years of hands-on project experience

Cutting-Edge Technology for
Tailored Installations

Advanced DAS Networks for
a Full-Range of Facilities

We use industry-leading technology to
help ensure efficient and effective DAS
installations. With computer-aided design
(CAD) and building information modeling
(BIM), we can plan a DAS according to your
property’s specific network needs.

Forest NY offers DAS networks to an array of
facilities, including:

Industry-Certified DAS Experts
From pulling and terminating coaxial cable
to fusion splicing fiber-optic lines, our
highly-qualified technicians are prepared
for a wide range of DAS challenges. We
are certified installers for all major DAS
equipment manufacturers.

»  High-rise buildings
»  Offices and corporate campuses
»  Retail centers and shopping malls
»  Healthcare facilities and hospitals
»  Airports and train stations
»  Manufacturing and industrial facilities
»  Hotels, casinos, and convention centers
»  Sports venues and stadiums
»  University campuses
»  Government municipalities
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